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Abstract
Large scale telecommunications networks need to be continuously monitored to detect problems and react accordingly to ensure
the networks stability. Current monitoring systems are well capable to monitor such large scale installations for simple situations
like failing routers, links or abnormal link utilization. However, current systems fail to provide near real-time in-depth root
cause analysis for nation scale networks. This is particularly important in cases where the monitoring dashboard is flooded with
notifications caused by side-effects of one bigger failure. In our project we develop a processing system capable of providing this
root cause analysis in a timely fashion even for large telecommunications networks. To cope with these challenges we defined a
specialized processing model for the detection and analysis of complex error situations which is largely based on event stream
processing mechanisms. In this paper we discuss the first stage of this process and its initial implementation.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
Large scale telecommunications networks need to be continuously monitored to detect problems and react ac-
cordingly to ensure the networks stability. Typically network operators full fill this job 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. They are typically well trained and require a lot of experience with the network they are managing. The
experience is required to correctly interpret alerts raised by a monitoring system as the actual root cause of an alert
is not always directly visible. Instead they need a lot of knowledge on the networks topology and typical utilization
patterns to be able to correlate for example an overloaded link notification with the failure of another link in another
part of the network.
Such a situation can for example occur in a nation wide telecommunications network of an internet service
provider (ISP), if one of the interconnects with the networks of other countries or providers goes down. The routers
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handle such a failure automatically by re-routing the traffic through other interconnects. Even though the routers
take care of the re-routing automatically, such an action has several side effects within the overall network. The re-
routing causes the typical traffic flow in the network to shift. This in turn will change the typical traffic patterns and
cause unexpected utilizations of the affected routers and connections or even overload situations. Those changes
will be detected by an installed monitoring system and reported to the operators. Even though this is the expected
behavior for the monitoring system, such a situation can easily cause a flooding of the monitoring dash boards due
to the numerous deviations from normal behavior. Even though an operator can easily assume that those additional
alerts are raised due to the initial link failure, it is not feasible to verify such assumptions manually. This however
brings the risk, that the operators miss other important alerts, which might be easily repair but left unsolved until
the networks overall behavior returns to a normal state.
Considering that even a medium size national telecommunications network can have hundreds of thousands of
measurement targets producing fault and performance information resulting in event counts of one million events
per minute, refining the data becomes a crucial task that no current commercial software solves in a flexible way.
In the research project DYNE (”Dynamic Complex Event Processing for Hybrid Telecommunication Networks and
Smart Grids”), we intend to overcome this limitation. We define a processing model based on the event stream pro-
cessing paradigm to detect and analyze situations of interest in the continuous event stream generated for example
by a network monitoring system. To cope with the amount of data and the requirement to produce timely results
while allowing for an in depth analysis, we utilize an approach that subdivides the network monitoring task into
two steps:
1. the detection of a possibly relevant situation and
2. the verification of the possible situation and the in depth analysis of the situation.
Our concept can be applied in a wide variety of fields, with our current system we however focus on two specific
and related fields: telecommunications network monitoring and Smart Grid monitoring. In this paper we discuss our
general approach on the application to the DoS detection and tracing in a nation wide telecommunications network.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related approaches, both from the ap-
plication domain as well as from the event stream processing technology perspective. Section 3 then introduces the
DoS detection and tracing scenario that we try to tackle with our approach which is introduced in Section 4 includ-
ing the discussion of the two central elements, the background knowledge repository and the Use Case Templates.
Section 5 then covers the usage of the templates to create event processing network descriptions together with the
background knowledge. Afterwards Section 6 introduces the architecture of our system followed by the description
of the prototype and results of the initial evaluation in Section 7. Finally we conclude the discussions in Section 8.
2. Related Work
Various established systems for telecommunications network monitoring exist on the market from various ven-
dors or the open source area. However, their root cause analysis and scalability capabilities are usually quite limited.
Furthermore various specialized approaches in the area of network monitoring exist for the in depth analysis of a
certain type of problem. For example for the DDoS detection, approaches like presented by Akella et al. 1 or Lu et
al. 2 provide algorithms and even complete processing systems which are however specialized to address only the
problem of DDoS attacks and don’t provide a generalized analytical framework.
The here presented processing model and system however provides a general mechanism for the realization of
various analysis algorithms by providing a model that allows for a adaptive combination of streaming data with
additional background knowledge based on a processing template. For example the algorithm discussed by Akella
et al. 1 detects DDoS attacks by combining measurements of various routers and thus requires the gathering of
measurements from several routers in order to detect and investigate a DDoS attack. With the here presented
adaptive situation focused processing model, such an algorithm can be realized while the system is not limited to
this single mechanism.
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With regard to the used event processing technology, other approaches in the scientific community includemech-
anisms for achieving scalability of event processing applications that aremostly focused on efficient data partitioning
and effective operator placement. These optimizations are typically made as static optimizations before the process-
ing system is initiated. This however prevents those approaches from being used efficiently with the here discussed
problem set which requires flexible adaptations of the processing system during runtime as the actual focus of the
processing is not known upfront. An example of such an approach is presented by Hirzel3 who describes an ad-
ditional operator for the event processing language of System S that allows automatic partitioning of the event
stream. Another example is Boter et al. 4 which describes an optimization model for multiple related rule processing
components within Active Database Management Systems to reduce the response time. Even though those systems
are not directly usable for the here discussed problem set, they can however provide valuable input for the scaling
model of this project.
Aside from those approaches, other approaches try to utilize new query languages or extensions to existing ones
to allow for an optimized processing. Examples from this area are SASE5, a system that allows a more efficient
processing of queries with large sliding windows among other optimizations. Wang et al. 6 extend this concept
further by distributing the processing onto various machines based on a query plan mechanism from SASE. Maier7
proposes an extension to window based queries towards situation specific windows which do not need to match
the window size with a fixed number of events or a fixed time frame. Liu et al. 8 proposes a new query language
NEEL that allows the specification of nested CEP patterns that allow the reuse of subsequences as partial results
from various queries to optimize the processing. However, all those approaches also require up front knowledge of
the coming processing focus which is not given in the here covered problem set.
Several sophisticated Complex Event Processing (CEP) Systems exist on the market like for example Esper1 ,
StreamBase 2 or JBoss Drools Fusion 3 as well as in the scientific community like Rapide9 or SASE5, CEDR10. Those
engines already feature extensive query mechanisms including the capabilities for event stream processing. In the
DYNE project we use Drools with its CEP extension ”Fusion”. For the selection, we had to limit the options to
engines suitable for production use due to their maturity and commercial application friendly license even though
other available engines might be considered more suitable for the type of processing system.
The approach presented in this paper, requires the capability to dynamically provide event data to processing
components to allow them to execute the various focused processing tasks. An initial concept for a dynamic event
stream subscription system is presented in11,12. Their motivation for such a dynamic event stream assignment lies in
data dissemination for mobile computing applications and does not focus on the specification of a focused processing
framework.
3. Scenario
For the following discussions we use a more simplified scenario than the one discussed during the introduction.
The scenario is the detection and tracing of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks against servers in a data center. Such
attacks are easily detectable on the border routers of a data center due to the immense increase in the packet rate
and the reduction of the average package size. One aspect that is interesting for the network operators aside from
the fact that such an attack is happening, is the origin of the attack with regard to their network. Especially with
regard to the question if the attack has its origin within the network of the provider or if is incoming traffic from
a neighboring network. The network operators use this information to counter the attack: If the traffic originates
within the own network, they can block the source and contact the owner of it. If it originates in another network,
they can try to block traffic at the corresponding transit connection thus blocking the traffic from entering the
providers network at all.
Figure 1 shows a simplified view of a providers network with a data center connected via two separate routers.
Further two interconnects to external networks of other providers are shown. A DoS attack against the data center
would be detected on the routers R13 and R14. In the illustrated case, the origin of the DoS is outside of the providers
1 http://www.espertech.com/ (Accessed: 13.02.15)
2 http://www.streambase.com/ (Accessed: 13.02.15)
3 http://www.jboss.org/drools/ (Accessed: 13.02.15)
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Fig. 1. Sample network for the Denial of Service detection scenario.
Fig. 2. High level processing model 13
network and comes in via the router R2 of one of the external networks. The source of the Dos is however not
directly known to the operators. To be able to find the source it is necessary for them to trace the traffic flow from
the attacked data center backwards trough their network as illustrated by the highlighted area in Figure 1. For this,
the operator has to follow the links between the routers to identify changes in the traffic patterns that are similar
to the pattern on the data center routers R13 and R14. An intelligent monitoring system could however try to take
this tedious task and automatically trace the traffic to its probable source thus allowing the operator to directly act
based on this information.
A monitoring system that should do this kind of tracing will need to process monitoring data from all nodes in
the network that could relay the traffic or are even the source of it. This however results in the challenge to cope
with a big a amount of streaming data for correlating the traffic pattern on the DoS target against the other nodes
in the network. With the following concept we try to tackle this challenge.
4. Concept
The initial concept and its challenges have been published in13 and are thus only summarized here. Our concept
approaches the challenges of a dynamic situation processing by separating the processing into three stages (Figure
2). The first stage, the Situation Indication, monitors relevant data streams for indications if a relevant situationmight
have occurred. The processing at this stage is kept very simple on purpose in order to allow the Situation Indication
to cope with the huge amounts of event data that needs to be monitored for possible situation indications. Once
the Situation Indication detects a possible situation of interest, our system initializes a Focused Processing specific
to the indicated possible situation. Part of the Focused Processing Initialization process is the determination of an
initial focus area, the set of event streams initially monitored by the Focused Processing and the decision if the
raised indication is a duplication to a previous one. Once this step is finished, the actual Focused Processing starts
which investigates the possible situation to determine if the indicated situation really exists and to execute the actual
analytical task like iteratively tracing the source of a DoS attack.
The whole process is described in a so called Use Case Template for a specific use case. We separate the use
case specific processing knowledge from the knowledge on the actual telecommunications network that is to be
monitored for a specific use case. To allow for this separation, the knowledge required to identify and analyze a
specific situation is captured in the Use Case Template separated from information on the actual network. If such a
template is put to use, it needs to be filled with information on the actual network that is to be monitored. For this
we define a Relationship Manager as the source of the required information on an actual network that is needed to
fill the template. The following two sections describe this mechanism in more detail.
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Fig. 3. Simplified part of the Relationship Managers content.
4.1. Relationship Manager
The Relationship Manager contains all relevant structural information on a telecommunications network. For
the structured storage and retrieval of the knowledge we defined a general schema that covers relevant aspects
specific to the telecommunications application domain. Based on this schema we fill the relationship manager with
the actual data for a certain network. Figure 3 illustrates a highly simplified version of the schema in the upper part
of the figure together with some sample instances in the lower section. In our current approach we use RDF(S) to
describe the schema and the instance data.
The Relationship Manager is not bound to this particular domain specific schema but can also use other schema
definitions. This allows us to define other schemes like for example for the Smart Grid domain allowing us to easily
reuse our concepts.
4.2. Use Case Templates
Wedefine the concept of Use Case Templates to capture the knowledge needed for the scenario specific processing
of a certain (possible) problem situation. The templates contain specifications that allow
1. the selection of measurement data relevant for the processing of the investigated situation and
2. the actual processing rules needed to detect, verify and analyze a situation.
The templates however only capture the processing knowledge specific to a certain problem or scenario in a given
application domain. They don’t contain any reference to the actual network that is being monitored by our system.
This knowledge is provided by the Relationship Manager. This separation allows for the reuse of the processing
templates for several installations in the same application domain.
For the definition of such a template we defined our own application specific specification language. Our language
is however only intended to provide the rough structure of the template and processing model specific elements,
to express the actual queries or processing tasks we reuse existing languages and embed them into our templates.
Based on the required functionality, the templates use the following embedded languages:
• SPARQL is used to specify queries against the background knowledge in the Relationship Manager.
• Drools Rule Language is used to specify processing rules for the event stream processing.
• MVEL4 is used to express conditions.
4 http://mvel.codehaus.org/ [Accessed: 05.05.15]
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We structure the processing templates in three blocks which follow the general processing model as introduced
in Section 4:
S i tua t ionIndica t ion { . . . }
FocussedProcess ing In i t i a l i sa t ion { . . . }
FocussedProcessing { . . . }
In the following we will discuss the S ituationIndication part of the template for the presented DoS scenario. We
omit the other parts of the template as they would exceed the scope of the paper.
The first step in the situation indication description is the selection of nodes that shall be monitored for situation
indicators. The selection is specified in the template as a SPARQL query. For the DoS scenario we select all routers
that are marked for DoS monitoring:
@nodesToMonitor from SPARQL ” s e l e c t ?A where { ?A t e l c o : dosMoni tored ?x . } ” ;
Our template language defines that the result of this selection will be available in @nodesToMonitor. To define
the processing steps that are needed for the situation indication, the language supports several constructs. For
example to allow the definition of processing nodes based on sets of data streams the template allows to define
collection traversals based on f oreach statements. We also support a grouping of values in f oreach statements to
allow for a flexible processing definition. The actual processing tasks are defined as part of a publish statement
which provides the results as a named event stream to be used by other processing statements. Furthermore our
language supports variable placeholders in the three sub-languages which are replaced during the interpretation of
the use case template to e.g. include the results of a SPARQL query in a Drools processing rule.
For the DoS case the situation indication is outlined in the following listing in a highly simplified form without
any actual stream processing statements as the full statement would exceed the scope of this paper:
S i tua t ionIndica t ion {
@nodesToMonitor from SPARQL ” s e l e c t ?A where { ?A t e l c o : dosMoni tored ?x . } ” ;
foreach @nodesToMonitor as @in t e r f a c e s group by ” t e l c o : dosMoni tored ” {
/ / EPA 1
publish ”when Number ( $avg : doub l eVa lue )
from accumula te ( S ing leMeasurement ( $v : doub leVa lue , $v >0) over window : t ime ( 1 0m)
from entry −po i n t \ ”@{ i n t e r f a c e s . t e l c o : pkgCount } \ ” , ave rage ( $v ) )
then pub l i s h ( new Sing leMeasurement ( $avg ) ) ; end ”
as @in t e r f a c e s . pkg coun t ave r age ;
/ / EPA 2
publish ”when Number ( $avg : doub l eVa lue )
from accumula te ( S ing leMeasurement ( $v : doub leVa lue , $v >0) over window : t ime ( 1 0m)
from entry −po i n t \ ”@{ i n t e r f a c e s . t e l c o : pkgS i z e } \ ” , ave rage ( $v ) )
then pub l i s h ( new Sing leMeasurement ( $avg ) ) ; end ”
as @in t e r f a c e s . p k g s i z e a v e r a g e ;
/ / Omi t t ed d e f i n i t i o n o f EPA3
} }
5. Interpretation of the Use Case Templates
TheUse Case Templates need to be in interpreted before they can be used by the processing system. The interpre-
tation is done based on the data available through the Relationship Manager and links the two pieces, the Use Case
Templates and the background knowledge together during runtime. The interpretation results in the creation of a
complete Event Processing Network (EPN) description that can be instantiated by the processing system. Figure 4
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r13if1
r13if1 PkgCount PkgSize
r14if1
r14if1 PkgCount PkgSize
DoS EPA1 AVG DoS EPA2 AVG
r13if1,r14if1 pkg_count_average pkg_size_average
DoS EPA3 Spike detect
DoS indication
Fig. 4. EPN generated by the given sample situation indication description.
shows a high level view of the EPN that would be created from the previously defined situation indication template
for the DoS case.
Following the previous listing, the template is interpreted as follows: First the query against th Relationship
Manager for @nodesToMonitor is executed. The query results in a set of several interfaces that shall be monitored
for a DoS. The f oreach statement uses this set and groups the interfaces by their telco : dosMonitored value
which allows us to define flexible sets of DoS relevant groups per data center. Then for each of these groups,
the required EPN is defined to do the indication processing. The listing shows two publish..as statements which
each define one EPA. The first publish statement takes as input the event streams for package count as defined by
the @inter f aces.telco : pkgCount. it calculates the average package count over all streams over 10 minutes and
publishes the result as a new named event stream @inter f aces.pkg count average. The second publish statement
behaves in the same way but for the package count.
The third EPA that is shown in Figure 4 is omitted in the listing as its size would exceed the scope of the paper.
However, it takes as input the two named output streams of the previous publish statements to detect a sudden spike
in the package counts and sizes and publishes this as the indication event stream.
It is important to note that all querying of background knowledge needed for the Situation Indication is done in
this step. Once the situation indication EPN was defined, no further queries to the knowledge base are needed for
the situation indication of the instantiated use case. This allows an efficient execution of the situation indication
even for big amounts of measurement data.
Aside from the here discussed Situation Indication, the template also contains definitions for the Focused Process-
ing Initialization and the Focused Processing. These statements are also interpreted during runtime of the processing
system. However, in contrast to the Situation Indication the interpretation is done once a possible situation was in-
dicated as the information from this indication is required as input for this step. For example one task done after an
indication is determining the initial focus area for the coming focused processing. This is done by a specific query
against the Relationship Manager which contains the nodes for which the indication was raised as a parameter.
6. Architecture
The overall system is composed of a set of services implemented by several separate modules. Figure 5 gives an
overview over the overall architecture. The different modules are intended to be deployed on multiple machines to
be able to distribute the processing and management load. Particularly the monitoring data processing components
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Fig. 5. Overview of the processing systems architecture.
are intended to be deployed on several machines in parallel to cope with the data amounts produced by a large scale
network.
The Use Case Template Manager provides access to the use case templates. It is designed to actively notify the
processing system of a new or changed use case template to allow the processing system to adapt quickly. The
Relationship Manager in turn provides the functionality to store and retrieve background knowledge as discussed
previously. In contrast to the Use Case Template Manager, no active change notification is part of the design so far.
However, as updates of a telecommunications networks topology can occur quite frequently, such functionality is
planned to be added to the design.
The Processing Manager Service is the central control instance in our system. It oversees the complete process
from the instantiation of a use case template over the continuous processing for the situation indication to the
focused processing for the in depth situation analysis as well as the tear-down of finished processing tasks. It is
further responsible for filling the use case template with the required information from the Relationship Manager
as described in Section 5.
The Continuous Processing and Focused Processing Services resemble the central event stream processing compo-
nents in our processing system. The Continuous Processing component handles the situation indication phase of the
processing model. As such it continuously monitors relevant data streams for indications that a certain situation has
occurred. The selection which data streams are relevant and therefore monitored is based on the description con-
tained in an instantiated use case template which the Continuous Processing receives from the Processing Manager
Service once it decides that a use case template shall be deployed.
Once the continuous processing detects an indication for one of the deployed use cases it notifies the Processing
Manager Service. The Manager in turn decides if the indication is a new indication or a duplication of a previous
indication that is already investigated. In case the indication is new, the Processing Manager informs the Focused
Processing Service that a new situation shall be investigated. From this point on, the Focused Processing Service
takes over to investigate the possible situation. It iteratively executes the processing description contained in the
use case instance to analyze the given situation. As part of the iterative processing, the Focused Processing Service
subscribes to the data streams that are required for the current iteration. It further checks if the focused processing
has produced a notable result which can be published to interested parties or if the processing is finished.
To provide the Continuous Processing Service and the Focused Processing Service with the required event data,
we defined an Event Stream Subscription Manager Service which allows to request live and historic data streams from
the various measurement points available in the monitored network.
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7. Prototype and Initial Evaluation
According to the abovementioned architecture descriptionwe created a prototypic implementation. It realizes the
various components as OSGi bundles which provide the services as defined in the presented architecture. To allow
for service based remote communications we utilize a customWeb Service based mediation layer. This combination
allows for a flexible deployment on one or multiple machines thus easing the development and testing.
To provide the use case template functionality discussed in Section 5, we implemented a parser based on Antlr
45 for our language. The parser is part of the use case template manager service and creates a data structure that is
later interpreted by the ProcessingManager Service while creating the actual Event Processing Network descriptions
based on the knowledge from the Relationship Manager Service. In our current prototype we based our implemen-
tation of the Relationship Manager on OpenRDF6 to allow for flexible queries against the relationship data. The
Continuous Processing is realized based on the rule engine JBoss Drools with its ”Fusion” extensions which allows
for event stream processing. In a similar way we also use Drools in the implementation of the focused processing.
The Event Stream Subscription Manager is currently realized in the prototype as a facade component that allows
to request the data streams from the monitoring system of the industry partner BaseN on which our prototype
is based. For the communication of the measurement data we utilize the message oriented middleware Apache
ActiveMQ7. We created a flexible integration between the middleware and OSGi which is loosely based on the
concepts described in14.
We used the discussed prototype to realize several scenarios from both of our application domains, Smart Grid
monitoring and telecommunications network monitoring. As a first test for the telecommunications network mon-
itoring, we implemented an aggregated link balance monitoring, where link groups are automatically selected from
the background knowledge and monitored for imbalances. If an imbalance occurs, the processing system creates a
separate focused processing task to keep track of the imbalance and notify the network operators if certain thresh-
olds are exceeded. It furthermore tracks the imbalance until it is resolved. For the Smart Grid area we implemented
a more complex scenario which traces cloud movements based on their impact on distributed solar energy produc-
tion15. For the scenario the system detects possible clouds by a certain drop of the energy production of single solar
panels. Based on such an indication the system starts focused processing tasks specific to the area where the cloud
is expected in order to verify if really a cloud was detected. Afterwards the focused processing automatically adapts
itself to follow the cloud as it moves.
The functionality of the prototype and thus of the underlying conceptual model could be successfully demon-
strated in preliminary tests: The performed tests showed that 1.) the language specification proved rich enough to
cover all necessary information for the situation detection and analysis tasks in the real-world test situations, and
2.) that automated initiation of situation specific processing, as well as its adaptation during runtime corresponds
to the expected behavior described in the proposed conceptual model for a dynamic CEP extension. In a subsequent
transition phase, the developed prototype will be extended toward a fully functional system, allowing further testing
to compare performance with other approaches
8. Conclusions
Near time large scale telecommunications network monitoring for the detection and analysis of complex situ-
ations is a challenging task as it requires the flexible correlation of large amounts of streaming event data. This
matter becomes even more challenging due to the dynamics of the processing that does not allow for effective pre-
partitioning of the streaming data as the required information for it is not available before a relevant situation has
occurred. We discussed this problem based on the case of a DoS attack against a data center and presented the first
of three steps in our solution approach.
5 http://www.antlr.org/ [Accessed 05.05.2015]
6 http://rdf4j.org/ [Accessed: 05.05.2015]
7 http://activemq.apache.org/ [Accessed 05.05.2015]
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Our approach features a three phased processing model that separates the situation indication from the actual
situation investigation to allow for the flexible data stream assignment. To allow practitioners to define processing
tasks in the scope of our model we developed a simple description language to specify use case templates. These
templates define a mechanism to specify situations in a flexible and reusable manner. This will allow domain experts
to capture their knowledge independent of the actual network that is monitored allowing for reuse of the templates
for other installations as well as making them robust against future changes of the actual network structure.
We used this mechanism to describe the several use cases that we defined together with domain experts. In the
paper we briefly discussed this on the example of the DoS attack case. Based on our prototypic implementation of
the processing system and several processing templates we evaluated our approach and where able to verify that
the defined language allows to specify the necessary information for the situation detection and analysis while the
system is able to initiate situation specific processing tasks during runtime and adapt them over time.
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